
I’m thrilled that you, as a high six-figure businesswoman, are ready to 
make the shifts needed to move into 7 Figures.  You’ve built so much 
and its fabulous!  You are really proud of what you have created.   This 
is a huge and exciting moment for you!

I know the journey to this point has been filled with new learning 
experiences and lots of growth.  

At the same time, you might be feeling a little stuck at where you are at
—or worrying that expanding into 7 Figures will take more time away 
from your family and mean working into the evening again.

I can tell you that everything you’ve been “doing” in business that got 
you to six-figures is NOT going to be replicated.   Nor will you have to 
work into the evenings or weekends.  I have  4 Keys for you to move 
through, daily, to take you to 7 Figures easily.

I’m going to let you in on a secret; what you need to do to get to 7 
Figures is SHIFT.



You are at the precipice of change, which requires shifting into new 
paradigms to crack the doors to the 7 Figure world.

You will be stepping away from so many ‘knowns’ and entering into a 
different vibrational dimension.  One that most businesswomen never 
enter in.

The Universe (Angel, Spirit, God, Goddess..) and you created THE 
WAY to 7 Figures together, before you were born.  

The way is already within you.  When you use your intuition to tap into 
The Way….you collapse time and leap into your 7 Figure future, now.

I know you are wondering HOW to use your intuition to start tapping into 
7 Figures.

The very first step is to use the 4 Keys that I am sharing with you 
below.  You have to commit deeply to the 4 Keys that are detailed, as 
guided by The Universe.  These 4 Keys are fluid, and you will constantly 
be moving through each, daily.

1) Decide:   
This is your “come hell or high water” deep, internal decision that you 
will do whatever it takes to shift into 7 Figures.  One where there is no 
way back and no other way.  This is the point where you will start to 
allow the vibrational shift from where you are at to enter into the 
alignment of the field of 7 Figures.



2) Listen:
To yourself.  That deep knowing within.  Because you already have The 
Way inside of you.  It has been calling out to you.  That is why you are 
reading this today.  Without being a trained psychic, you CAN still use 
your intuition.  The most vital step at this phase in your business is not 
to second guess yourself.  I’m not talking simply about deep trust 
(you’ve already been doing that to get to where you are in business).  
I’m telling you that you need to lean in every time your gut tells you to 
make a move that is AGAINST everything you’ve learned to this point.  
This can be the biggest trigger point for you.  Many women bail at this 
point.  Not because it is “hard” but because it is “intense.”  Remember, 
you get a choice at every stage.  

3) BE-ING:  
You have to lean deep into every gut instinct and do THE WORK (which 
is really an un-doing).  Your level of individual vibration AND the 
vibration of your business is profoundly shifting.  You are learning to BE 
the 7 Figure Business owner.  The 7 Figure woman.  Expect your eyes 
to open up to things you never even dreamed where possible in the 
world.

4) Embrace The Paradigm Shift:
The Truth is within you now =>The Universe is always giving more life.  
It always has and will always be.  The Way is unveiling itself to you at 
rapid speed in this phase.  You anticipate every action and opportunity 
as naturally as you brush your teeth.  Your business and your personal 
life seem EASY.  It is essential to keep yourself in the container where 
you only allow in people and situations that match. 
 



By doing these 4 Keys daily, you will begin to become this new version 
of yourself.  BUT this process can be enhanced even more significantly 
if you have direct contact with The Universe and know for sure that you 
are on the right path. 

If you would love the certainty that you are on your unique path to step 
into 7 Figures, please reach out.  This is what I love helping my clients 
do!  I'd be happy to connect to your place on your journey.

Amanda@amandakunkel.com


